A Diagnostic Approach for Rodent Progressive Cardiomyopathy and Like Lesions in Toxicology Studies up to 28 Days in the Sprague Dawley Rat (Part 1 of 2).
Spontaneous rodent progressive cardiomyopathy (PCM) in the Sprague Dawley rat may confound identification and/or interpretation of potential test article (TA)-related cardiotoxicity. Pathologists apply diagnostic term(s) and thresholds for diagnosing and assigning severity grades for PCM and/or PCM-like (PCM/like) lesions consistently within a study, which is necessary to identify and interpret TA-related findings. Due to differences in training and/or experiences, diagnostic terms and thresholds may vary between pathologists. Harmonized terminology and thresholds across studies will generate better historical control data, will likely enhance interpretation of study data, and may further enhance our understanding of the spontaneous change. An assessment of the diagnostic approaches of a group of 37 pathologists identified an approach that is relatively easily applied; and if adopted, it could enhance diagnostic consistency across studies. This approach uses the single "slash" term "necrosis/inflammatory cell infiltrate (NICI)" as the diagnosis for the spectrum of lesions seen in younger rats, uses no threshold for diagnosis (e.g., diagnose all lesions clearly identifiable as PCM/like), and uses aggregate lesion size of approximately ≥45% of the field of view (FOV) using a 10×/22 eyepiece and the 40× objective or approximately ≥100% of the FOV using the 60× objective as the criterion separating minimal from mild severities.